SUBJ: CCDI CONSULTATIONS WITH UK ON BW CONVENTION

REF: STATE 76399

ON MAY 4, UK MINISTER MILLARD AND UK EMB. OFF. MIDDLETON CALLED ON ACDA DEPUTY DIRECTOR FARLEY TO DISCUSS PROPOSED US RESPONSE TO SOVIET MARCH 30 DRAFT

DECLASSIFIED
PA/HO Department of State
E.O. 12958, as amended
August 6, 2007
MILLARD SAID LONDON APPRECIATED US OFFER TO ADD ADDITIONAL PARA (REFTEL) TO OUR INSTRUCTIONS IN ORDER TO ACCOMODATE UK VIEWPOINT. HOWEVER LONDON CONTINUED TO THINK THAT BW CONVENTION SHOULD INCLUDE COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE IN CASE OF BW USE. IN RESPONSE TO QUESTION FROM FARLEY, MILLARD SAID THAT BRITISH DID NOT NOW HAVE SPECIFIC LANGUAGE WHICH THEY WERE PREPARED TO PUT FORWARD TO COVER POINT. MILLARD NOTED THAT ARTICLE III, PARA 1, FROM EARLIER UK DRAFT WAS WHAT BRITISH HAD IN MIND BUT HE DID NOT DISAGREE WHEN IT WAS POINTED OUT TO HIM THAT UK REP LORD LOTHIAN IN GENEVA HAD STATED IN CDD PLenary SPEECH THAT ORIGINAL UK ARTICLE III LANGUAGE MIGHT NOT BE NEGOTIABLE BECAUSE OF ROLE ASSIGNED TO SYG AND THAT UK Del WOULD NOT INSIST ON THIS FEATURE OF ARTICLE. MIDDLETON EXPLAINED THAT LONDON HAD BEEN WORKING ON AN ALTERNATIVE FORMULA BUT NONE HAD BEEN APPROVED.

3. FARLEY POINTED OUT THAT A COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE PROVISION ABOUT USE OF BW WOULD INVOLVE IMPORTANT SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES WHICH WOULD WARRANT CAREFUL STUDY, E.G., RELATIONSHIP TO GENEVA PROTOCOL. HE SUGGESTED THAT WE CONTINUE WORK ON THIS PROBLEM WITH THE UK TO SEE WHETHER WE COULD DEVISE A MUTUALLY ACCEPTABLE FORMULA FOR POSSIBLE USE WITH SOVs AT LATER STAGE OF NEGOTIATIONS. HE POINTED OUT THAT ADDITIONAL PARA TO US INSTRUCTION (REFTEL) WOULD MAKE CLEAR TO SOvs THAT WE MIGHT WISH TO RETURN TO THIS POINT BUT IT DID NOT PRESS SOvs FOR YES OR NO ANSWER AT FIRST STAGE OF NEGOTIATIONS. WE SAW CLEAR ADVANTAGE TO THIS APPROACH IN LIGHT OF SOVIET HOSTILITY TO ANY REFERENCES TO BW USE OR TO COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE INVOLVING ANY ENTITY EXCEPT UN SECURITY COUNCIL. WE THOUGHT ONLY CHANCE OF ACHIEVING SOME PROVISION WOULD BE AT LATER STAGE IF NON-ALIGNED DEls Pressed FOR IT.

4. MILLARD SAID LONDON HAD ALSO WONDERED WHETHER WE MIGHT SIMPLY PROVIDE SOVs WITH COMMENTS ON THEIR MARCH 30 DRAFT WITHOUT GIVING SOVs PROPOSED DRAFT TEXT TO WHICH OUR COMMENTS WERE KEYED. FARLEY SAID WE THOUGHT SUCH
APPROACH TO SOVS WOULD NOT MOVE NEGOTIATIONS FORWARD. HE BELIEVED THAT A DRAFT TEXT WAS HIGHLY DESIRABLE IN THAT IT WOULD CLEARLY INDICATE LANGUAGE WE WOULD BE PREPARED TO ACCEPT IN FIRST AGREED DRAFT. IT WOULD ALSO GIVE US MUCH FIRMER CONTROL OVER SUBSEQUENT COURSE OF NEGOTIATIONS. ACDA OFF ADDING THAT UK WOULD IN NO SENSE BE "ABANDONING" ITS POSITION IN FAVOR OF COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE ON USE; THROUGH SUCH AN APPROACH SINCE NEW PARA (REFTEL) WOULD ALLOW US BOTH TO RETURN TO SUBJECT AT LATER STAGE.

5. FARLEY SAID WE BELIEVED THAT TABLING OF SOVIET MARCH 30 DRAFT, WHICH ACCEPTED BASIC UK AND US APPROACH TO CW AND BW NEGOTIATIONS, SHOULD BE RECOGNIZED AS AN IMPORTANT NEW DEVELOPMENT; HE FELT IT WAS IN INTEREST OF ALL OF US WHO WANT TO MAKE A SUCCESS OF UK PROPOSAL FOR A CONVENTION PROHIBITING PRODUCTION OF BW TO NAIL DOWN MAJOR SOVET CONCESSION THROUGH PROMPT NEGOTIATION OF A FIRST AGREED DRAFT WITH THE USSR.

6. MILLARD SAID WE WOULD OF COURSE REPORT OUR VIEWS TO LONDON. HE THOUGHT IT MIGHT BE HELPFUL IF HE COULD REPORT IN ADDITION THAT US WOULD BE PREPARED TO STRENGTHEN THE NEW PARA (REFTEL) THAT WE PROPOSED TO ADD TO OUR INSTRUCTIONS, SO THAT US WOULD APPEAR MORE IN SUPPORT OF UK OBJECTIVE. AFTER FURTHER DISCUSSION, MILLARD AND FARLEY AGREED AN REFERENDUM TO MODIFIED VERSION OF THIS PARAGRAPH SET FORTH BELOW:

7. BEGIN TEXT. WE BELIEVE THERE MAY ALSO BE SUPPORT IN THE CCD FOR INCLUDING IN THE CONVENTION A COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE IN CASE OF USE OF BW SIMILAR TO THAT CONTAINED IN THE UK DRAFT CONVENTION. WE SUPPORTED ARTICLE III, PARAGRAPH 1 OF THAT CONVENTION ON THIS POINT. THE UK DELEGATION MAY, WE UNDERSTAND, WISH TO PROVIDE THE SOVET DELEGATION WITH ILLUSTRATIVE CLAUSES. WE WOULD URGE THE USSR TO GIVE SERIOUS THOUGHT TO THESE IDEAS, SO THAT AT A SUBSEQUENT STAGE WE CAN BE IN A POSITION TO CONSIDER THIS MATTER FURTHER. WE WOULD HOPE THAT GENERALLY ACCEPTABLE PROVISIONS COULD BE WORKED OUT. END TEXT.
8. ON MORNING OF MAY 5, AFTER CLEARANCE WITH OTHER INTERESTED US OFFICIALS, ACDA OFF CONFIRMED TO MIDDLETON THAT NEW TEXT OF ADDITIONAL PARA WAS ACCEPTABLE.

9. AFTERNOON MAY 5, MIDDLETON CALLED ACDA OFF TO CONVEY FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS: FROM LONDON, LONDON HAD COMPLETED CONSIDERATION OF POINTS DISCUSSED DURING OUR CONSULTATIONS OF PAST WEEK. UK APPRECIATED CLOSENESS OF THESE CONSULTATIONS. IN VIEW OF IMPORTANCE LONDON ATTACHED TO INCLUSION OF COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE IN CASE OF USE IN BW CONVENTION, LONDON BELIEVED IT WOULD BE BEST, AT PRESENT STAGE, FOR US AND UK TO GIVE UP IDEA OF JOINT APPROACH TO SOVS AND INSTEAD PURSUE SEPARATE, BUT MUTUALLY REINFORCING, APPROACHES. UK WOULD SUPPORT POINTS IN US GUIDANCE AND HOPED THAT WE WOULD RETAIN NEW PARA (ABOVE) REGARDING UK DESIRE FOR COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE. LONDON ANTICIPATED THAT UK DEL WOULD WISH TO GIVE SOVS NUMBER OF COMMENTS ON USSR MARCH 30 TEXT, DRAWING ATTENTION TO POINTS IN EARLY UK DRAFT THAT LONDON CONSIDERED WORTHWHILE, BUT WOULD NOT PROVIDE SOVS WITH NEW ALTERNATIVE TEXT.

10. MIDDLETON CONCLUDED THAT US IS NOW CLEAR TO GO AHEAD AND CIRCULATE US PROPOSED RESPONSE TO SOVS TO OUR OTHER ALLIES. UK DEL AT GENEVA WILL BE PREPARING COMMENTS FOR PRESENTATION TO SOVS WHICH UK MAY ALSO WISH TO PROVIDE TO NATO DELS.

11. ACDA OFF EXPRESSED OUR APPRECIATION FOR PROMPT UK RESPONSE. HE SAID HE BELIEVED US WOULD INCLUDE STRENGTHENED PARA COVERING UK POINT.
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